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A
pril Fool’s Day in 
Hollywood and Hinds’s 
Ana García Perrote  
is stood onstage at  
LA’s Echoplex venue, 

strumming her guitar with a kazoo.  
A few minutes into the indie-rock 
quartet’s opening song Warning With 
The Curling, Perrote takes the kazoo 

ALIVE AND KICKING
(which is held together by duct  
tape) and blows into it. To her right, 
co-frontwoman Carlotta Cosials 
smiles from ear-to-ear and “bahs” 
through the microphone like  
a trigger-happy lamb. 

It’s the final night of their sold-out, 
month-long US tour, and Hinds  
(aged between 19 and 25) are just 
about managing to clatter through 
their two-minute garage-rock  
rackets, which are held together by 
communications in broken English. 
“We come from [a] place called 

Madreeeeeed in Spain!” shouts Cosials, 
sipping on a beer can. “Being the last 
night it’s special for us. Maybe not for 
you. You don’t geev a fack!” Except, 
they do. Many “facks” are given.

Later on, A-list star Joaquin 
Phoenix, comedic actor Will Arnett 

All aboard!: fans invade  
the stage while Hinds  
deliver their last song with 
 a “feral femininity”.A
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Warning With 
The Curling

Trippy Gum

Fat Calmed 
Kiddos

Warts

Between Cans

Walking Home

When It 
Comes To You

Chili Town

Easy

Bamboo

San Diego

Garden

Castigadas En 
El Granero

Solar Gap

Davey 
Crockett

Setlist
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Spanish indie-rockers wrap up their US tour with customary ramshackle charm.

and Casey (brother of Ben) Affleck will 
clamber over young fans at the bar 
after the set, trying to steal a moment 
with Hinds, the biggest band to ever 
make it out of Madrid. “It is not like 
this is our usual social life,” reassures 
Cosials, puffing on a post-gig cigarette.

You can count the number of 
crossover acts from Spain on one 
hand: the Iglesiases, Los Del Rio  
(The Macarena), Las Ketchup (The 
Ketchup Song) and that’s about it. 
Hinds’s career is a happy accident  
that began four years ago when best 
friends Perrote and Cosials went  
on a road trip to the coast of Spain. 
Instead of a bucket-and-spade,  
they brought along a guitar they 
couldn’t play. Perrote figured out  
three chords, taught them to Cosials 
and the journey began.

Adding bassist Ade Martin and 
drummer Amber Grimbergen (who 
they found via Facebook) in 2014 
before the release of two-song EP 
Demo, they called themselves  
Deers, toured with The Vaccines and 
received early praise from Primal 
Scream’s Bobby Gillespie. Not  
even a name change could derail the 
increasing buzz (legal action was  
taken by Canadian band The Dears) as 
2015 took in non-stop gigging across 
the world. 

Tonight’s show sold out weeks  
ago, and beforehand you can feel the 
excitement of fans keen to see their 
short, sharp bursts of ADHD lo-fi rock, 
inspired by The Strokes and gap-
toothed scuzz-rocker Mac DeMarco. 
Met by crowd chants of “Viva Hinds! 
Viva Hinds!”, it’s hard to know 
whether you’re at a gig, a house party 
or a Real Madrid match. “Ahahaha! 
Like a sport show,” smiles Cosials, 
reflecting at the bar.

“Before having the band we were 
super music lovers, but when we went 
to gigs we never thought about how 
the band were on a tour,” she laughs. 

It’s funny to think that Hinds, who 
played 16 shows in four days at last 
year’s South By Southwest, never 
realised that there was such a thing as 
touring. Their naivety informs the 
music, too. Tonight, songs such as  
Fat Calmed Kiddos, Warts and Chili 
Town are delivered with a brazen 
youthfulness, containing lyrics  
that sound inspired by text 
conversations and lasting about as 
long as a Snapchat post. 

Hinds are intended for 
consumption by those yet to develop 
an ounce of cynicism. Beginning with 

the band walking out to You Sexy 
Thing by Hot Chocolate, the gig bows 
out with dozens of fans invading the  
stage during their cover of Davey 
Crockett, a song originally by Kent 
garage-rockers Thee Headcoats.  
They deliver it with feral femininity  
as though they’re the subjects of The 
Troggs’ Wild Thing, if the wild thing 
was a four-headed inter-railing student 
who somehow managed to make it 
across the Atlantic.

Afterwards, Cosials explains the 
decision to title their album Leave  
Me Alone. “It’s our punk position,”  
she says. “Everybody tries to give you 
advice. People would say: ‘A song has to 
have a chorus.’ We say, ‘Maybe you’re 
right. But, maybe you’re wrong?’” 

As Cosials flogs their remaining 
tour merchandise ahead of a flight 
home tomorrow (“we have too much 
luggage: presents, vinyls, knee socks, 
so many new backpacks!”), she 
wonders what life will be like when 
they land. “You know that movie 
directed by Robert Zemeckis?” She 
turns to Perrote and asks how to say 
Cast Away in English. “The guy spends 
four years on a desert island and 
suddenly he’s found and taken back to 
real life, but he doesn’t fit in at all?” 

She laughs. Hinds aren’t ready to go 
home ever again. EVE BARLOW

“You put your 
left leg in…”: 
Hinds (from 

left, Ade Martin, 
Carlotta Cosials, 

Ana García 
Perrote), LA, 

April 2016.

“Hinds (Amber 
Grimbergen, left, 

and Cosials pictured) 
are intended for 

consumption by those 
yet to develop an 

ounce of cynicism.”


